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Location: LAULANE/MAHOTAS
CASE STUDY 16

General information
1. What is the composition of the main residential household?

5. plotholder, wife & 3 children.

2. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
The family has a machamba in Boane (town south of Maputo) which is their basis for livelihood at present. The
plotholder previously worked in the army barracks nearby before this was moved (and then in a construction form
for a while). They have a house at the machamba plot where they stay at times. Plotho;lder has bank account but
does not manage to save. Household goods were very limited.

• Human assets
The children are 17 to 23 years old – no-one is studying. They help in the machamba. The plotholder is waiting to
strat work as a local guard at the District Administration.

• Physical assets
There is a school and health post nearby and a football fiedl near the school. Water is purchased from people with
boreholes or at the public water points. They have not linked up electricity and cook with charcoal, firewood or
paraffin. There is "chapa 100" transport nearby and a bus on the main road – they use this to get to Boane. There is
a latrine, rubbish is thrown in the nearby hole. There are not too many drainage problems but some erosion on the
roads. The zone is relatively secure and they jhave good relations with neighbours, with whom they share when
necessary.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have family elsewhere in the city and also in Gaza province with whom they have close relations including
economic exchange – visits to the province are once a year. The household belongs to the Assembly of God church
but has no material benefit from this. No-one is in mutual savings association.

• Legal-political assets
The adults have voted in the elections, including municipal. The municipalitty should improve the roads and provide
more water points.

Information on historical access to land
3. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

1986 – before they lived in Polana Caniço bairro on his father's plot where his brothers still live

4. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
Yes

5. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N /a

6. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

Yes, they were one of the first to occupy the area

• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
They were allocated the plot by the local City Council employee who they met as they worked in the nearby
army barracks. No document was passed. They did not pay (although this is questioned).

• If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
No

Plot development
7. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?
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Nothing
8. How has this changed?

House built and trees planted – first house was in caniço.

9. How has the household composition changed since then?
Children growing up, still at home however

10. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
11.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

yes
12. If not, why not?

N/a
13. If so, does documentation support this?

No. plotholder agrees he should get a document but is not preoccupied

14. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
none

15. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
Development of house for family

16. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
None except financial

17. Would the household sell the plot?
No

18. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No

19. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The children

20. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
Localisation – it was previously near work and will be again with new job
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Location: LAULANE/MAHOTAS
CASE STUDY 17

General information
6. What is the composition of the main residential household?

2. plotholder & wife

7. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
The plotholder is a teacher but has leave of absence to study linguistics at university (75% salary). He also does
part-time work (tutorials). His wife does not work. They have a bank account and make savings which they are
investing in construction. There is a relatively high level of household goods (e.g. stereo system).

• Human assets
They have children but these do not stay with them currently

• Physical assets
There are schools and health posts nearby. Water is purchased from neighbours with boreholes. The house has
electricity. They use the "Chapa 100" buses which are some 1 km distant. They have a temporary latrine but are
building a bathroom for when they get water. There are problems of erosion on the road. They bury rubbish. The
zone is relatively secure, although there have been minor robberies, and they have good relations with neighbours,
but more coail than economic.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have other family in th city and also Tete provoince – visits are seldom (last 1995). The family does not look
for assistance from other family of neighbours – it is difficult for people to help each other these days. They are not
members of a church or other association.

• Legal-political assets
They voted in the national elections but not the municipal elections – see no point in the municipality. The
municipality should improve the water supply & roads

Information on historical access to land
8. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

1992/93
9. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?

No
10. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:

Purchase of house
21. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:

• Did they occupy vacant land?
no

• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
N/a

• If they bought the land, was this from:
A family member from Tete – cost 900,000 (salary at time 200,000). Paid in instalments. The seller moved to a
expansion zone in Ndhlavela (Matola city). They made a contract which the local "structures" witnessed.

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
22. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

A caniço house

23. How has this changed?
Construction of house and other construction on-going. Planted trees.
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24. How has the household composition changed since then?
N/a

25. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
26.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

Yes as many neighbours are in similar situation – many bought their plot from the soldiers from the previous
barracks that moved.

27. If not, why not?
N/a

28. If so, does documentation support this?
No – would like to regularise, the chefe de quarteirão siad he would and everyone paid, but he just "ate the money".
It is difficult and costly to regularise as the city council requires a topographic plan and then fines people for
buiulding without authorisation and also requires regulariseation of illegal construction

29. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
The lack of documents

30. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
The location

31. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
None except the need to regularise

32. Would the household sell the plot?
No, and all plots in area are used – houses sell for 60 – 150 million mt.

33. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No

34. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The children

35. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
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Location: LAULANE/MAHOTAS
CASE STUDY 18

General information
11. What is the composition of the main residential household?

5. Husband, wife (interviewee) and 3 children

12. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
The husband works in a shop in the downtown area, the wife does not work or have a machamba. She arrived
recently from Manica province (her husband is in the city 5 years). The have no bank account as they do not
manage to save. The level of household items was very low

• Human assets
As above
• Physical assets
There are schools and health posts not far away but these all cost money. The children are small and not of school
age yet. Water is purchased from a neighbour. The house is not linked to electricity – they cook with paraffin. The
husband uses the "chapa 100" or goes to work on foot. There is a latrine and they bury rubbish. The zone seems
safe and they have good relations with neighbours.

• Socio-cultural assets
The husband has family in the city (brother) with whom he originally lived when he came. They would ask this
brother for assistance if needed. The plotholder is a member of the catholic church but there is no material benefit.
As far as the wife knows the husband is not part of a "xitique".

• Legal-political assets
The interviewee voted in manica before she came – does not know situation of plotholder. The municipality should
improve water supply and provide more plots for families.

Information on historical access to land
13. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

3 weeks
14. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?

no
15. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:

Rents the house on the plot from a neighbour

36. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

no
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

N/a
• If they bought the land, was this from:

N/a
• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?

They rent the house and plot – 250,000/month. They found the house for rent through a neighbour of the
brother-in-law (plotholder's brother) who knew of it through family. It was hard to find somewhere as cheap as
this as there are few places to be rented. They do not want to rent as this costs a lot of money with no benefit.

Plot development
37. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

All as it is  now

38. How has this changed?
Nothing
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39. How has the household composition changed since then?
N/a

40. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
41.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

No – if they do not pay the rent they will have to leave immediately

42. If not, why not?
As above

43. If so, does documentation support this?
No contract and the interviewee did not know if the plotholder has documents either for the land

44. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
As above

45. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
None

46. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
As above

47. Would the household sell the plot?
N/a

48. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No

49. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
N/a

50. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
They want to get their own plot to invest rather than pay rent. However they cannot afford to buy a plot themselves
as the income is too low
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Location: LAULANE/MAHOTAS
CASE STUDY 19

General information
16. What is the composition of the main residential household?

9. Plotholder (interviewed), 7 children and 1 grandchild

17. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
The plotholder is a widow and works as a "servente" in the Central Hospital in Maputo. She also has a machamba in
the coastal plain and manages to supplement diet and income from this. There was a low level of hoiusehold goods.
No-one has a bank account or is amember of a savings association – the income just covers expenses.

• Human assets
The children are young, 4 studying.

• Physical assets
They got to a local school. There is also a local health post (Bairro Ferroviario). Water is bought nearby in a farm
with a borehole. They have not linked up to electircity yet although have the installation in place. They use firewood
and charcoal for cooking. There is a "chapa 100" service near the house for transport. There are draiange problems
on the plot and erosion of the road outside. They have a latrine and bury rubbish. The zone is secure and they have
good relations with neighbours.

• Socio-cultural assets
They exchange with neighbours when necessary, including loans. The plotholder has family nearby also whom she is
oin close contact with and elsewhere in Maputo, but she does  not ask for help from them. She is a member of the
catholic church but there is no material benefit.

• Legal-political assets
She voted in the national electios but not the municipal elections. The municipality should resolve the problems of
roads and erosion  as well as water.

Information on historical access to land
18. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

1980 – before she lived with other family members nearby

19. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
Yes

20. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

51. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

Yes – they just occupied with no authorisation
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

N/a
• If they bought the land, was this from:

N/a
• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?

N/a

Plot development
52. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

Nothing
53. How has this changed?

She has built the house and planted trees. The first house was caniço then in 1987/88 she managed to build the
block house.
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54. How has the household composition changed since then?
Children born and husband died recently – however he had gone to S Africa 12 years before and she had not heard
from him since

55. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
56.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

No as the documents were with the husband – they received a city council allocation when the area was demarcated
in the early 1980's

57. If not, why not?
As above

58. If so, does documentation support this?
As above

59. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
The need to regularise the situation, but it is difficult

60. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
This is where she has invested

61. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Financial and the need to regularise her occupation

62. Would the household sell the plot?
No as nowhere to go

63. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
no

64. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The children

65. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
It is where she grew up
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Location: LAULANE/MAHOTAS
CASE STUDY 20

General information
21. What is the composition of the main residential household?

4. Plotholder, wife and 2 children

22. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
Plotholder is teacher in nearby centre for street children (althoiugh not qualifed as primary school teacher) and wife
sells in Malanga market. They do not have a bank accoiunt but manage to save – this was invested in the plot and
house. Plotholder was in "xitique" but saw no advantage and now saves alone. They have a reasonable level of
household goods.

• Human assets
The children are young – the eldest (5 years) studies at the centre where the father works.

• Physical assets
There are schools and health posts nearby but all cost money. There is a football field at the school. They buy water
from neighbours. They have no electicity and cook with paraffin. The "chapa 100" passes nearby for transport. They
bury rubbish on the plot but have a drainage problem when it rains as the plot fills in one area. There are many
theives in the area, but they have good relations with the neighbours.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have family in Maputo and also Gaza province. Plotholder has brothers working in S Africa and Swaziland. They
would ask neighbours for help first and then for bigger things go to family. They visit in Gaza once or twice a year
and exchange products. They belong to the Universal Church but no material benefit.

• Legal-political assets
They voted in national and municipal elections. The municipality should  provide more water sources and they also
need a public hospital as private clinics are expensive.

Information on historical access to land
23. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

3 years. Before lived with other family members in various places in city

24. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
No

25. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
Purchase from neighbour (originally double plot not as yet sub-divided)

66. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

no
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

N/a
• If they bought the land, was this from:

As above – 9 million mt paid in two installments from savings over time. He was looking for a plot for 3 months
and then heard through someone who knew his wife.

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
67. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

Canico house that they lived in initially.
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68. How has this changed?
They have built the block house

69. How has the household composition changed since then?
Children growing

70. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
71.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

Yes – the local "structure" witnessed the sale

72. If not, why not?
N/a

73. If so, does documentation support this?
No – the seller of the plot gave him the city Council document but he has not tried to get it transferred into his
name. He made a formal request opver a year ago but it has never been respnded to despoite trying several times
to get a reply.

74. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
None

75. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
To invest for children

76. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Only financial – need to save

77. Would the household sell the plot?
No

78. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No, but could allow another family member to use part

79. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
Children

80. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
Location near work but also the first he could find to buy.
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Location: LAULANE/MAHOTAS
CASE STUDY 21

General information
26. What is the composition of the main residential household?

7. Plotholder, wife and 3 children and two brothersd of plotholder (wife and brother interviewed)

27. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
3 people in the household work – policeman, in a shop and the wife is a domestic servent in Bairro ferroviario
nearby (she was sick and at home recovering on day of interview). Interviewed brother is home from S Africa where
he normally works as an electrician as he has a dermatological oinfection he is treating. They sell some things from
the plot.

• Human assets
As above. The children are small and the two at school age study.

• Physical assets
There is as chool and health post nearby. Water is bought nearby from another house with a borehole. They have
not linked p to electircity yet (installation in place) and cook with firewood and charcoal). They bury rubbish on the
plot and have no real drainage problems. There is a latrine. They use the "chapa 100" nearby for transport. The
zone is secure ad they have good relations with those neighbours they know – they are there a short time.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have other family members in the bairro and elsewhere in the city, as well as in Gaza province, althoiugh vistis
outside the city are irregular. They would ask neighbours for help first and then family. They belong to the "Twelve
Apostles" church but receive no material benefit. No-one is a member of any other association.

• Legal-political assets
VOTES? IMPORVEMENTS?

Information on historical access to land
28. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

June 2000 = 5 months
29. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?

Yes but not the first plotholder

30. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

81. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

yes
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

N/a
• If they bought the land, was this from:

They purchased the plot in 1994 (6 years before) from someone they knew – friend of plotholder  (they lived in
another part of the bairro at the time). They only built the house last year.

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
82. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

Nothing
83. How has this changed?

Planted small trees and built house ("dependencia").
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84. How has the household composition changed since then?
Brothers came

85. Cite any reasons for the household changes
As above

Attitudes to land
86.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

yes
87. If not, why not?

N/a
88. If so, does documentation support this?

Not clear – plotholder not present but wife indicates he has some form of document (probably contract of sale,
possibly plot allocation in previous name).

89. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
none

90. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
Investment for future and children

91. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Only financial

92. Would the household sell the plot?
No

93. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No

94. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
Children

95. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
N/a
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Location: LAULANE/MAHOTAS
CASE STUDY 22

General information
31. What is the composition of the main residential household?

9. Plotholder, wife & 7 children, eldest 20, youngest 5.

32. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
The plotholder works in a shop in the city, the eldest sone works on a "chapa 100". They have a machamba in
Manhiça where the wife works, staying there for weeks at a time. This mainly provides food for the family but they
sell a little. There was a low level of household items. They have no bank account and do not save.

• Human assets
4 of the children study, 2 have dropped out and 1 is too young.

• Physical assets
There is a school and health post nearby, both private. They buy water nearby in a farm with a borehole. They have
no electricity installation and cook with firewood. They use the "chapa 100". There is no drainage problem and they
bury rubbish. The zone is not very secure with many small thefts. They have good relations with their neighbours.

• Socio-cultural assets
They maintain close relations with family in the city and also gaza – although visit irregularlu outside the city
because of cost. They have not had to ask for help from anyone. They go to the "Old Apostles" church and the
church mambers help each other (not the church itself).

• Legal-political assets
They voted in all elections. The municipality should build a state school as the porivate one is expensive.

Information on historical access to land
33. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

1986, before in Bairro Aeroporto where they rented

34. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
yes

35. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

96. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

yes
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

They made an official request to the city council and were allocated the plot formally

• If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
N0

Plot development
97. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

nothing
98. How has this changed?

They built a "caniço" house first and then the block house and hope to build more (material stored on plot).

99. How has the household composition changed since then?
Children growing up
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100. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
101.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

yes
102. If not, why not?

N/a
103. If so, does documentation support this?

yes
104. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:

none
105. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?

none
106. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?

financial
107. Would the household sell the plot?

no
108. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?

no
109. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?

children

110. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
The airy nature of the zone
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Location: LAULANE/MAHOTAS
CASE STUDY 23

General information
36. What is the composition of the main residential household?

5. plotholder, wife and 3 children (eldest 9, youngest 4)
37. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)

• Economic assets
The plotholder is a mechanic (informal) and the wife a primary school teacher. They have a low level of household
goods. There is no bank account but they manage to make some savings and the wife is in a "xitique".

• Human assets
As above
• Physical assets
There are schools and a health post nearby – also a private clinic. They have a water tap on the plot which is linked
to a neighbiurs borehole and they pay monthly for this. They have no electricity installation and use charcoal and
paraffin. There are some drainage problems when it rains a lot. They bury rubbish on the plot. They have good
relations with neighbours but there are a lot of small robberies in the area during the day when they are at work.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have close relkations with family in Maputo and also Gaza province where they go several times a year. They
would turn to family for help. They go to the "Twelve Apostles" church but receive no material benefit and are part
of no other associations.

• Legal-political assets
They have voted in national and municipal electioons. The municipality should provide a public water supply as their
water contract is expensive.

Information on historical access to land
38. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

1995, befoe they lived with the plotholder's brother in Hulene not too far away

39. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
Yes – it was a open space reserve before

40. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

111. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

yes
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

They were allocated the land by the Administartor of the District whose car the mechanic repairs.

• If they bought the land, was this from:
They paid for the land (local "structure")

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
112. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

nothing
113. How has this changed?

Thye have built the first block house and now are extending it slowly. They have planted fruit trees.

114. How has the household composition changed since then?
Children growing
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115. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
116.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

yes
117. If not, why not?

N/a
118. If so, does documentation support this?

no
119. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:

none
120. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?

They atre investing
121. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?

none
122. Would the household sell the plot?

no
123. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?

no
124. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?

Children

125. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
Investment for future
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Location: LAULANE/MAHOTAS
CASE STUDY 24

General information
41. What is the composition of the main residential household?

2. Sister of plotholder and her daughter

42. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
Interviewee sells products throughout the bairro – informal sector. She has 2 bank accounts and manages to save.
The household has a low level of domestic goods.

• Human assets
The daughter is 10 and is in school

• Physical assets
The schools is 30 minutes away and there are 2 hospitals in the area (one private), however the interviewee would
go to the central hospital if sick. Water is from a public water source nearby (paid). The house had an electricity link
but this was cut as they did not pay. They cook with charcoal and paraffin. They have a basic latrine (caniço and
there is no drainage problems – they bury rubbish. They have good relations with neighbours, and the zone is
generally secure. The house is of blocks with a zinc roof.

• Socio-cultural assets
The interviewee has family in the bairro and elsewhere in the city as well as in Gaza and Inhambane, although
visiting these latter irrgeularly. In case of need she woulkd turn to neighbours first. She is a member of the catjolic
church but no material benefit (although other people have received – for instance iof they were affected by the
floods).

• Legal-political assets
She voted in the national elections but not the municipal elections. The municipality should resolve conflicts in the
area as the local courts only complicate things. They should improve the roads and schools and also plant trees for
shade along the road.

Information on historical access to land
43. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

May 2000 – 7 months. Before lived in the same bairro with brothers in a house on a plot they managed to get
through the same process.

44. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
No

45. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
Ceded by cousin who was conceded the plot in 1993 by the city council, although only built the house in 1997. They
were initially to receive credit for house construction through the Fundo de Fomento de Habitação (World Bank
housing project) but this fell through and never took place – funds were used elsewhere.

126. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

yes

• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
Inscription in project list through FFH. When this fell through made formal request to City Council and was
conceded land.

• If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no
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Plot development
127. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

nothing
128. How has this changed?

House constructed (partially)

129. How has the household composition changed since then?
Yes – cousin moved out and interviewer moved in – stayuiong temporarily to look after the house and plot.

130. Cite any reasons for the household changes
The cousin went to live with her husband.

Attitudes to land
131.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

yes
132. If not, why not?

N/a
133. If so, does documentation support this?

Yes, in name of cousin

134. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
none

135. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
Good zone

136. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
None

137. Would the household sell the plot?
No – the owner (cousin wants to invest eventually)

138. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
no

139. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The children of the cousin

140. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
Good location
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Location: LAULANE/MAHOTAS
CASE STUDY 25

General information
46. What is the composition of the main residential household?

2. The interviewee (plotholder) and a grandchild (husband's family)

47. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
No income, lives from machamba and sells some produce also (limited). Is member of agricultural Coop which helps
share heavy work with other members. No savings or bank account and very low level of household goods.

• Human assets
Husband died two years ago, no children.

• Physical assets
There is a school some 30 minutes away and also health post. She buys water at the public water post and uses
firewood to cook. She has a basic latrine and there are no drainage problems, rubbish is buried. The zone is secure
and she has good relations with neighbours (who assisted with interview). The house is of caniço and zinc, the
kitchen old zinc sheets and the latrine/bath in caniço.

• Socio-cultural assets
She has no close relatives and does not have very close relations with her dead husband's family – would get help
from neighbours in first instance. She goes to the Swiss Mission (Protestant) but this does not assist her.

• Legal-political assets
She voted, including municipal elections. The municipal president promised agricultural tools and seeds in his
campaign but these never appeared – the muncipality should live up to this promise.

Information on historical access to land
48. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

25+ years
49. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?

yes
50. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:

N/a
141. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:

• Did they occupy vacant land?
yes

• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
Requested the "regulo" (traditional chief) whose "capataz" (assistant) indicated the area. No payment was
made.

• If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
142. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

Nothing – it was a much bigger area which was later reduced when the plot demarcation took place, the family
remaining with 1 plot.

143. How has this changed?
They planted trees and had a machamba as well as building the house. The land has been reduced and she has also
lost some agricultural land down on the coastal plain.
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144. How has the household composition changed since then?
The husband died some years ago – no children

145. Cite any reasons for the household changes
As above

Attitudes to land
146.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

yes
147. If not, why not?

N/a
148. If so, does documentation support this?

No – as the concession document was in husband's name and she does  not have this.

149. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
The lack of te document is worrying her but she does not want the effort of getting this sorted out as it would cost
money

150. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
No other option

151. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Financial – has no capacity to invest and does not need more than what she has (although roof leaks).

152. Would the household sell the plot?
No

153. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No

154. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The husband's family probably

155. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
Has lived in the area for a long time
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Location: LAULANE/MAHOTAS
CASE STUDY 26

General information
51. What is the composition of the main residential household?

5. Plotholder, wife and 3 children

52. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
Plotholder works in informal sector carpentry shop nearby, wife sells in local market (chickens bought at nearby
Agricultural Coop butchery). They have managed to make small savings for construction (in caniço), but no bank
account. They are in a "xitique". There was a very low level of household goods (e.g. only 1 chair)

• Human assets
Nuclear family, eldest child (7) studies in nearby school.

• Physical assets
There is a school nearby and a health post in either Bairro Ferroviaria or Laulane – also at the Agricultural Coop
butchery nearby. Water is bought at the same butchery. They use firewood and charcoal for cooking. They use the
"chapa 100" for transport which passes nearby. They have a improved latrion (actually busy building "caniço" wall
round this at time of interview). There is no big problem of drainage, but some minor erosion problems. They bury
rubbish. The zone is relatively secure as it is near the Police Bairro. They have good relations with neighbours.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have mutual assistance relations with neighbours. The plotholder's brother is nearby and other family is in
Inhambane province, where they go once a year, exchanging products. They go to the Assembly of God church and
the church has helped materially

• Legal-political assets
They voted in all elections. The municipality should build raods and organise the local market (including toilets).

Information on historical access to land
53. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

1995 – before with family in Polana Caniço.

54. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
yes

55. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

156. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

N/a
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

N/a
• If they bought the land, was this from:

Purchased plot from neighbour for 400,000 Mt, in 2 installments, and divided with another family member as it
was too much for them to pay alone – see plan. He asked around near where he worked and someone
informed him of the plot.

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
No – but it is divided (informally)

Plot development
157. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

nothing
158. How has this changed?
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He has built caniço house, another in construction, woring on latrine and collecting blocks

159. How has the household composition changed since then?
Children growing

160. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
161.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

yes
162. If not, why not?

N/a
163. If so, does documentation support this?

No – only has a contract for purchase, but witnessed by Chefe de Quarteirão. He will sort out the paperwork when
he begins the block house – the neighbour who sold the plot has a document for the land.

164. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
none

165. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
Good location

166. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Financial

167. Would the household sell the plot?
No – although he has been asked several times.

168. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No

169. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
Children

170. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
Location
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Location: LAULANE/MAHOTAS
CASE STUDY 27

General information
56. What is the composition of the main residential household?

8. plotholder (elder sister of interviewee), husband and 3 children; interviewee, wife and child

57. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
4 members work – 3 in informal sector, the family economies are collective. They do not have a machamba, no bank
account or member of "xitique". No-one has a bank account and they do not manage to make savings. There was a
relatively high level of household goods.

• Human assets
Interviewee is baker in nearby bakery, sister sells in market and brother-in-law works in construction. His child is
small and those of his sister grown up (22 to 29 years) – 1 works in informal sector and one is in South Africa.

• Physical assets
There are schools and health facilities nearby, private and public. Where they go depends on urgency. They buy
water at the public water point and use firewood and charcoal as well as paraffin for cooking. Transport is "chapa
100". There is a basic latrine, they bury rubbish. There is a problem of drainage on the plot when it rains a lot. The
zone is generally secure and they have good relations with neighbours. The first house was built 1987, and is of
platered blocks with zinc roof. The 2nd was built in 1999, also of blocks and zinc,  and only used in the last 3 months.
Latrine, store in caniço, kitchen is old zonc sheets.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have family in the city and Gaza province. They maintain contact with the provincial family irregularly – now
the roads have been affected by the floods. For assistance they would go to neighbours first and then family in the
city (depends on the nature of help needed also). No-one goes to a church or is a member of any other
organisation.

• Legal-political assets
They voted in national but not municipal elections. The municipality should improve the roads and draiange.

Information on historical access to land
58. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

1980 approx. after moving out of the city

59. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
yes

60. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

171. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

yes
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

The Grupo Dinamizadore allocated land initially and then they were allocated a plot when the city council later
made the demarcation (1984) – the land was allocated to the sister of the interviewee as he was too small at
the time to have a plot

• If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
N/a

Plot development
172. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?
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nothing
173. How has this changed?

They have built houses etc and planted trees – still investing

174. How has the household composition changed since then?
They have developed families, especially the interviewee

175. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
176.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

yes
177. If not, why not?

N/a
178. If so, does documentation support this?

Yes (in name of sister)
179. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:

none
180. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?

Develop for children – although small for 2 families

181. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
The plot is small for 2 families – too expensive to buy another plot

182. Would the household sell the plot?
No

183. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
no

184. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
children

185. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
Not paying rent to anyone, but well located in relation to work, amenities and accesses.
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Location: LAULANE/MAHOTAS
CASE STUDY 28

General information
61. What is the composition of the main residential household?

7. plotholder (mother)  son and wife and their 3 children

62. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
The son works as a builder (informal sector) and the plotholder has a machamba in Boane – mainly for food. No
savings or bank account, but at times does participate with neighbours in "xitique". There was a very low level of
household goods.

• Human assets
As above - 2 children study

• Physical assets
There is a school not far away and health posts in the area (some private). Water is bought at the public water point
(Dlala Construction owns). Cook with charcoal and firewood, use "chapa 100". They bury rubbish and there are no
drainage problems. The area is safe and they have good relations with neighbours. The house is of (very old) brick
and another of caniço – roofs of zinc sheets. Kitchen of old zinc sheets and bath/atrine in caniço.

• Socio-cultural assets
The plotholder has family in the bairro, elsewhere in the city and in Onhambane province – long time since visiting
outside the city. The neighbours help each other. She goes to the Baptist Union church and there is some material
assistance.

• Legal-political assets
She voted in national but not municipal elections (at machamba). The municipality should improve roads, water and
houses for those whose houses need to be moved for roads.

Information on historical access to land
63. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

1977, before with husband in bairro Luis Cabral with whom she separated, moving to live near her uncle who was in
the area.

64. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
No, one of the unlce's daughter's lived there first and then moved out leaving the interviewee.

65. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
The uncle's daughter passed it on to her. She in turn was given the right to use the land by the Mpfumo family, after
a request by her father (interviewer's uncle). Nothing was paid as far as she knows.

186. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

Yes as the cousin took her house with her when she moved.

• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
When the area was demarcated (1989/1990) the interviewee was conceded the plot by the city coiuncil,
however part is in a road reserve (where the original brick house is).

• If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
N/a
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Plot development
187. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

Some trees only
188. How has this changed?

Brick house built, caniço house built, more trees planted. The original area occupied was much largerand was used
for machamba also.

189. How has the household composition changed since then?
The son married and had children, the daughter left home

190. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
191.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

Yes although part of the current plot is a road reserve

192. If not, why not?
N/a

193. If so, does documentation support this?
Yes but the document is in the son's name.

194. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
The question of the house in the road reserve – the interviewee indicated she did nopt have the means to re-build
this. Is saving some buiulding materials on site.

195. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
Wants to invest for children

196. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Financial

197. Would the household sell the plot?
No, although people have asked

198. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
no

199. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
Children

200. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
Location – secure zone.
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Location: LAULANE/MAHOTAS
CASE STUDY 29

General information
66. What is the composition of the main residential household?

12. plotholder & wife, 6 children, one with wife and 3 children.

67. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
Two sons are builders (informal sector), another works in the family machambas (one in boane and one on the
coastal plain nearby). Machamba is for family consumption. No savings, nor bank a/c. no-one is member of "xitique".
There was a reasonable level of household goods.

• Human assets
As above. 3 children are in school.

• Physical assets
There is a school and health post nearby. They buy water at the public water post and cook with fireood and
charcoal although one house has electricity. There are no drainage problems and they bury rubbish. They have a
basic latrine. There are few problems of theft and they have good reletions with neighbours. There was one block
and zonc house and another in construction as well as two caniço hosues and various latrine/bathrooms also in
caniço.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have family in  maputo and Gaza provonce with whom they visit. They would trun to family for help. They are
members of the Assembly of God church but no material support.

• Legal-political assets
They voted in the elections and water is the main issue that the municipality should resolve.

Information on historical access to land
68. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

25+ years
69. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?

No it was the brother-in-laws machamba (conceded by local chief a long time before).

70. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
Was allowed to build house by brother-in-law when came back from South Africa.

201. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

No
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

As above

• If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
202. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

machamba
203. How has this changed?

Built houses and family continues to build more.
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204. How has the household composition changed since then?
Children have married and have grandchildren and are investing in the plot for their houses

205. Cite any reasons for the household changes
As above

Attitudes to land
206.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

yes
207. If not, why not?

N/a
208. If so, does documentation support this?

They plotholder received the plot document from the city council when this demarcated the pand in the 1990's (the
plot was a lot bigger before).

209. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
None but cautious as to interview's purpose

210. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
This is underway

211. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
none

212. Would the household sell the plot?
No

213. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No

214. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The chjildren already living there

215. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
Secure area, and has occupied very long time, with his family growing up there.
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Location: LAULANE/MAHOTAS
CASE STUDY 30

General information
71. What is the composition of the main residential household?

4. plotholder, wife and 2 small children

72. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
Plotholder works distributing newspapers downtown in the morning. No machamba or other work. He has a bank
account and manages to make small savings. There was a reasonable level of household goods.

• Human assets
As above.
• Physical assets
The schools are far, as is the health post. Water is bought from the public water point (or a neighbour but this is
more expensive). They ue charcoal and paraffin for cooking. They have a basic latrine. There are no drainage
problems and they bury rubbish. The relations wqith neighbours are good. The hosue is a 2 room block/zonc house
with a caniço latrone/bathroom.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have family in the area as well as elsewhere in the city and Gaza province – infrequent visits. Family in the city
would be the first to look to for help. They are members of a church and  the church helps when people someone is
sick.

• Legal-political assets
They voted in national elections – could not remember if did so in municipal elections. The municipality should sort
out the roads (the road outside has no through route – partly as the plots are not planned, see below).

Information on historical access to land
73. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

July 2000 – 5 months. Before they lived in Costa de Sol Bairro. He bought in 1998 however – see below.

74. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
yes

75. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

216. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

yes
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

N/a
• If they bought the land, was this from:

They bought from the Mavota family who owned a large area of land in the zone. The poltholder's brother had
already bought a plot nearby some time before and informed him how to do this. It costs 20 million Mt (1998).
The plots were laid out by topographers form the city council at the request of the Mavotas family (no plan).

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
217. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

nothing
218. How has this changed?

He has built the house ("dependencia").

219. How has the household composition changed since then?
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N/a
220. Cite any reasons for the household changes

N/a

Attitudes to land
221.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

no
222. If not, why not?

No formal documents
223. If so, does documentation support this?

As above – no purchase contract.

224. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
The need to regularise land purchase but have not investigated how to yet.

225. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
They have bought to invest

226. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
????

227. Would the household sell the plot?
No – not even for 100 million as too hard to find plots for sale

228. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
no

229. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
Wife and children

230. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
Safe and calm zone.
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